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Backdating the U.S.S. Forrestal in 1/720 scale    
by Don Joy 
 
History: 
The USS Forrestal was the original supercarrier. She was lead ship in the first class of aircraft 
carriers to be designed and completed after World War II and the first specifically designed to 
operate jet aircraft and deliver nuclear weapons.  USS Forrestal was on active duty for 35 years 
and saw combat service in Viet Nam. Her decks operated attack aircraft from the AD-6 Skyraider 
thru the F/A-18 Hornet and fighters starting with the F9F-6 Cougar and eventually the F-14 
Tomcat. She laid the groundwork for the Nimitz class nuclear carriers that will be the backbone of 
the navy for years to come. 
 
Kits: 
Few kits of the Forrestal class ships have ever been issued. Aurora issued a 1/600 scale 
Forrestal class ship, variously reboxed as the Forrestal, Saratoga, or Independence. I still have 
one of those kits, though considerably beat up over the years as can be seen in the photo.  
Monogram and Airfix also released 1/600 scale range kits and Revell released one in 1/542. All of 
these were basic kits and what one would expect for 1950’s and 1960’s issues. For instance, the 
oddly shaped aircraft “lumps” at the rear are supposed to be F7U cutlasses with the wings folded. 
 

 
1950’s Aurora kit of the Independence. 

 
Italeri issued their 1/720 scale Forrestal class kit in the late 1970’s. All four Forrestal class ships 
were issued and the kits do reflect some of the differences in the four vessels instead of just 
being 4 identical kits reboxed. These are nice kits of the subjects, but represent their 
configurations in the early 1980’s. I wanted my Forrestal to look like the ship did shortly after 
commissioning. 
 
The Hull: 
I used the internet to obtain as many photos of the early Forrestal as I could. I supplemented 
these with photos of the Saratoga. The photo’s proved that the old Aurora model is fairly 
accurate, so I was also able to use that as a reference in the build. 
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The kit can be built as either full hull or waterline, so I cut the hull down for waterline display. The 
biggest variation over the years is that the entire port side forward gun sponson was removed and 
needs to be replaced. Molded anchors were removed to be replaced during construction with 
etched brass. 
 
Rebuilding the gun platforms was fairly simple. The sponsons were built up using sheet plastic to 
the correct depth. Railings and all etched brass are from the Gold Medal Models Supercarrier set. 
5” Mk 42 turrets are from Skwyave’s “Equipment for Modern Ship (I)” set. 
 

 
Here is the port side sponson in progress                       And after it is completed 

 
Additional platforms were added where needed for independent directors. The directors are 
excess from the Trumpeter Pennsylvania kit. Landing light systems were scratch built from 
Evergreen sheet and rod. 
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The Deck: 
The original deck reflected the improvements made over 20 years and a number of modifications 
are needed: 
 

 
Unmodified deck  

 
1) Remove the molded in deck netting at the front, rear and on the elevators 
2) Remove the extension and platforms from the port side 
3) I replaced the details with walkways made from Evergreen strips 

 

 
Port section detail showing netting removed and walkways replaced. 

 
Extra arrestor cables were removed to approximate the 1957 arrestor system  

 
A friend printed the yellow “59” decals on an Alps printer. Note 
that the front and rear numbers are not the same size. The 
forward number is longer, “stretched” so it is still readable on 
final approach. This picture shows how the decals were 
arranged and sized before the final versions were printed.  
 
The centerline landing strip is from the kit. The other lines are 
white decal striping to match the 1950’s deck markings. 
 
The Island: 
The island structure in the kit is very similar to the photos from 
the 1950’s. There is a “bump out” on the inboard side that 
needs to be removed. 
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Island pieces with inboard piece circled                  Modified island with masts before etched brass is attached 
 
All the masts and antennae must be rebuilt. I used some of the radar sets from the Gold Medals 
brass sheet for the radar sets, but the 1957 electronics array is very simplistic compared to later 
years. I completed the island as a separate subassembly and attached it as a final step before 
weathering the deck. 
 
The Air Group: 
The internet provided a Forrestal history site that showed which squadrons were deployed on 
board in the desired period. Each squadron also had websites which listed the aircraft flown by 
period: 

January 15, 1957 - 
July 22, 1957 

VF-14                F3H 
VF-84                FJ-3 
VA-76                F9F-8B 
VA-15                AD-6 
VAH-1               A3D 
VFP-62 Det       F9F-8P  
VA(AW)-33 Det. AD 
VAW-12 Det.     AD 
HU-2 Det.          HUP 

 
Tracking down the aircraft proved more interesting: 
 

1) Fujimi has a set of 1/700 Viet Name era aircraft that provided the AD-6 Skyraiders 
2) Trumpeter has the A3D Skywarriors 
3) White Ensign from England has resin SF Tracker, F3H Demons, and FJ-3 Furies 
4) The F7U Cutlass were also from White Ensign though Trumpeter now has the Cutlass in 

a set. Though not listed, a contingent of Cutlass was aboard Forrestal in its 1957 
Mediterranean deployment. 

5) HUP helicopters are scratch built 
6) AD-5W is modified from a TBF Avenger 
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Different aircraft and their location on the deck 

 
The White Ensign resin planes are simple castings. Landing gear are scratch built and markings 
provided from other kits. 
 
1957 marked the transition from overall dark blue to the gull and white paint scheme. Pictures 
show a mix of paint jobs during this period. Older aircraft (such as the Skyraiders, Furies, HUPs 
and Tracker) were in transition and so some aircraft are shown in each paint scheme. New 
aircraft (Demons and Skywarriors) were delivered in the new scheme. Cutlasses sported a clear 
finish that looked like bare metal.  
 
Conclusion: 
This is not a tough conversion and everything needed for it is readily available. It provided me the 
opportunity to revisit a model from when I was much younger and reproduce it in a standard scale 
using modern techniques and materials. 
 

 
Unfinished model with completed deck markings 
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Aft, port side showing finished island, air group and completed gun and director sponsons. 
 

 
The completed 1/720 scale conversion with the 1950’s Aurora model 
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Finished model from the stern 
 

 
Detail showing Demons, scratch built HUP helicopter and AD-5W anti-submarine Skyraider. 
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Midship detail showing Cutlasses, Skywarrior and Tracker, with Furies lined up on the catapults. 
 

 
Overhead shot of the completed model. 
 
 


